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State of CME/CE meetings prior to crisis

● Many academic centers regularly hold live departmental conferences,  
jointly provide regional, state and national society meetings

● RSS series– live and interactive part of the academic milieu
● Considered part of “everyday life and work”
● Focus is on credit and MOC points– business as usual– less educational 

grants but exhibit money available for live meetings



Emergence of the COVID pandemic impact

• Faculty	and	staff	on	travel	bans
• Discussions	regarding	live	conferences/meetings	occurred	prior	to	
governmental	actions	in	many	places

• Financial	impact	of	contracts	with	hotels/conference	centers,	AV	
providers	and	caterers,	cancelled	travel	for	invited	faculty

• Implications	for	discussions	of	other	non-COVID	content	that	can	
affect	the	health	of	populations



Potential Solutions– evolving as the environment continues to 
change

• Remote/virtual	presentations– live	and	asynchronous– how	to	
effectively	transform	educational	design	to	meet	desired	outcomes

• Approaches	for	engagement- chat	box	questions,	ARS	systems	
through	teleconference	platforms,	case	presentations	etc.

• What	to	do	with	exhibitors?– Virtual	exhibit	hall	or	product	
showcase- pre-recorded	“sales”	information	and	links	to	company	
websites

• How	to	best	manage	accreditation	requirements	for	revised	
approaches	to	CME/CE



How does this change the Value Proposition for CME/CE 
profession

• Proactively	develop	solutions	for	transformation	of	traditional	CME/CE	
programming– provide	course	directors	and	participants	with	user-
friendly	options

• Creates	opportunity	to	talk	about	innovative	approaches	to	self-
assessmeannt,	content	messaging,	resources	for	presenters	and	
participants

• Creates	opportunities	for	utilizing	content	in	multiple	programming	
options– can	repurpose	content,	with	presenter	permissions,	into	new	
asynchronous	educational	activities

• Creates	opportunities	for	sequential	learning,	building	contemporary	
content	repositories/activities	that	can	engage	learners	over	time



How does this change the Value Proposition for CME/CE 
providers?

• Leverage		sequential	and	asynchronous	CE	content	to	provide	new	sources	
of	revenue	that	can	augment	revenue	projections

• How	can	CME/CE	content	be	incorporated	into	undergraduate	and	
graduate	education	environments– what	are	the	differences	and	what	are	
the	similarities

• Is	there	an	opportunity	to	share	valuable	content	and	information	within	
your	institution	that	can	be	designated	for	credit	or	maintenance	of	
certification?

• Step	up– opportunity	to	highlight	that	CME/CE	office	or	department	may	
be	an	underutilized	resource



Digital technologies and live meetings



Some history regarding the use of digital technologies and meetings

Lecueder S, Manyari DE. 
Virtual congresses. 
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2000
Jan-Feb;7(1):21-7. PubMed PMID: 10641960; PubMed Central PMCID: PMC61452.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC61452/



The dilemma: examples from the entertainment industry

“Should an established company risk cannibalizing its revenues in a 
traditional channel by pursuing a strong competitive position in a new 
channel?”

Elberse, Anita. Blockbusters: Why Big Hits - and Big Risks - are the Future of 
the Entertainment Business.Faber and Faber, New York, 2013. Chapter 5



The extended congress: definition

The extended congress is the extension in time, space and 
languages of a live meeting, with the use of digital technologies. 

It aims to unleash the reach of traditional meetings through the use 
of technology to access larger audiences in different languages, 
across a country and internationally, and to improve knowledge 
translation into practice through a sequential and active learning 
process.



.

Pre-congress activities 
Free access to onsite and remote 

participants
Recorded mini-lectures

Online networking
Voting of papers & posters 

Congress

Congress activities
Free access to onsite and 

remote participants
Launching Webinar
Online networking

Congress news

Key topic 1

March 23-26           March 27-28        March 30-April 5        April 6-12                April 13-19         April 20-26      April 27-May 3      May 4-10

Key topic 2 Key topic 3

Congress Key topics
By registration

Focus on 5 topics from Congress, prioritized by leading experts
Highly interactive

2020 Peritoneal Dialysis
Extended Congress

Key topic 4 Key topic 5Pre-congress Final 
activities



The log in page



The program and the opening week



Opening Forum



Exchange among participants and with Faculty in the opening forum



Presentation and discussion of papers



Exchange around the presented papers



Distribution of registrants to the extended congress



A more developed extended congress model

Satellite 
sessions

In native languages
Distributed geographically

Live, hybrid, or virtual
By Registration or free

Congress news in local languages
Tutors in local languages

Congress
highlights

In native languages
Distributed geographically

Live, hybrid, or virtual
By Registration or free

Tutors in local languages



Formal stakeholder analysis of this new type of 
meeting is necessary



Winner-take-all dynamic: 
examples from the entertainment industry

“... advances in digital technologies foster concentration and a 
winner-take-all dynamic (...). New technologies increasingly 
give people around the world access to the most sought-after 
television programs, movies, books, and opera performances.”

Elberse, Anita. Blockbusters: Why Big Hits - and Big Risks - are the Future of 
the Entertainment Business.Faber and Faber, New York, 2013. Chapter 5



Questions and comments



How the University of Virginia is implementing some of these 
concepts (I)

● Actively utilizing web-based technologic platforms– multiple vendors-- UVA has an 
institutional license for Coursera (MOOC) that augments our other platforms and broadens 
our abilities to pivot to meet the needs of our departments, CME affiliates and joint provider 
organizations. 

● Consistently building and recommending to course directors and leadership, the benefits–
organizational and financial, of creating asynchronous learning opportunities



How the University of Virginia is implementing some of these 
concepts (II)

● The sequential and asynchronous learning in combination with live sessions, is consistent with 
the ABMS continuing certification vision– and provides opportunities to truly create 
communities of practice (which we have talked about forever!).

● Creates the opportunity for CME/CE providers to demonstrative leadership, creative problem 
solving and support to healthcare teams/organizations whose resources are focused on the 
pandemic



Take-home messages

● Meetings of the future will be more intensive in the integration of technology.

● The Extended Congress design is an example of the formats that will be used, and it acts as 
an insurance policy for live events.

● The current main stakeholders will continue to have an important role in the new state of 
affairs.

● Those organizations that move faster in the implementation of new models will 
concentrate more of the share.

● In order to move fast, trial-and-error in a systematic way is necessary. 



Additional resources:
The Difference Between Emergency Remote Teaching and Online Learning: 
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2020/3/the-difference-between-emergency-remote-teaching-and-online-learning

Survey Results: How Is COVID-19 Changing the Business Events Industry?
https://www.pcma.org/survey-results-covid-19-changing-business-events-industry/



Discussion, questions and comments

Jann Balmer: jbalmer@virginia.edu

Alvaro Margolis: alvaro.margolis@evimed.net


